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A ten year study of salary differential by sex was completed,
uring a multiple regression methodology, with rank, discipline,
degree, years in department, years in current rank and sex as
predictors, focusing on the change in the value of the sex
variable. The sex variable evidenced lower salaries for women
when controlling for the other variables throughout the study
period for both proposed and actual salaries from $341 in 1978-79
(proposed salary) to $1675 for 1981-82 (actual salary) to $504
for 1986- -87 (pr-Tosed salary). This apparent drop in
discrimination by sex in salary at each rank was accompanied by
increasing differences in pay. The change is in the direction of
"market adjustments," i.e.. paying lower salaries to those in
disciplines with higher proportions of women.
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In a study of 1977-78 faculty salaries at the University of

North Dakota (UND), using a regression approach, Martin and

Williams (1978) found tnat women were underpaid $361 (in terms of

the regression coefficien), on the average, taking into account

a large number of variables. In that the ensuing years were

supposed to be a time for ereding away sex discrimination, it was

quite surprising that Anderson t1986) showed that the discrepancy

in 1985-86 actual salaries may have become as large as $4619 at

the same institution.

Subsequently, all UND faculty salary data for all years from

1977-78 to 1986-87 have been secured; these data are from public

access files and thus contain no confidental information. The

actual data are for nine complete years wherein the previous

salary is given and the proposed salary Pir tha following year is

_listed. Since it would be nighly unusual for oLvious, direct

discrimination to take place without detection, the 1.essibiLty

of a secondary impact of discrimination is examine°. If, for a

given year; sex differences increase from proposed tea actual

salaries. iL is important to document this process. The

advantage of a IOW term data set (aetua 1 salaries from 1977-78

to 1985 86 and proposed salaries from 1978-79 to 1986-87) is that

changes in the composition of the faculty can be monitored as

well. One possibility is that arrivals and departures from the

faculty may haavo devastating effects on sex discrimination

measures. Other possibilities could be examined as well The

particulars of either the data set and/or the variables used



could have a major impact on outcomes. One cannot, count, out, a

priori another period of sex inequity in sa1P-y structure, though

such inequity would of necessity be more subtle. First, however,

the particulars of the data should be addressed.

Obstacles to Salary Discrimination Research

Obtaining the data sets for analysis was a major obstacle in

this study. Originally, Anderson's (1986) data was to be

reanalyzed. was agreeable to this, and the UND Vice

President for Academic Affairs provided strong encouragement.

However, because the Anderson data set was generated under the

auspices of the university's Office of Institutional Researct,

the opinion of the university legal counsel was that her data

should not be made available to outside researchers (despite the

first author's being at that institution and having served on

Anderson's doctoral committee!). Thus, the investigation was

possible only through the use of public documents; all UND salary

data (since at least, 1926) are available at the university

library. These data were secured for the academic years 1978-87

(the year following the studies by Martin and Williams, 1978,

1979) . The quality of these salary data was shocking to these

researchers;. For some years several pages were missing, though

these omissions were to some degree rectifiable. More important,

were obvious mistakesmistakes that, became apparent, only as the

data set was nonstrueI.ed In several cases (perhaps 2-h%)
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subsequent salary data suggested that earlier salary data were

a tar cirrr c1. rir

PI Op();;ed lary

perL3ons h:isLory

La1:1 Year

I'M; 71/ 22000 21 000 1000
179 F;0 11500 22000 1000
1980 81 24000 23000 1000

This 1:ind nf "mistake" occurred when someone was un leave.

last year's salary fur 1979-80 was actually a hyithetical

salary, but, was entered into salary history. The -mistake- shown

here was a logical one; less logical or actual errors (perhaps

due to the faculty member's negotiat: ig a higher salary) also

occurred, but became known only in the next year's budget. Thus,

the proposed salary figures include persons who neg-tiated higher

salaries than ere budgeted, and also include those who resigned

and didn't actually receive a salary. New faculty members

usually don't show up at all in the proposed salary figures for

their first year. In that, sense, actual salary data is known

(insofar as the public documents ar(: 4:orwernt,d) ot 137 a year

Choiee of Variable:,

The choice of variables in salary equity studies is

parL1r:ularly impnrtant; some variables such as w:ademic rank have

Ndiewed as biased themselves (Scott, 1977) . She preferred a

smaller set of -variables that, from a practical point. vrew,

tend to !;how more dis(:riminaion_ The choice of variables is

somewhat (if not. wholly) poliLwril ranci tdik! ehoiek of varia171e!,
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surely influenccss the Interpretation. WP 1171;

diffei-ent selection of variables (including Scott's) Anderson

(1986) found coefficients for sex favoring males from $1883 to

$4619 for the 1985-86 actual salaries.

The original point of view for the pr,;ent study was to

incorporate variables similar to the used in Martin and

Williams (1978), but deleting variables that bad "suspect'

outcomes. By "suspect" outcoc is meant that the direction of

the outcome for that is counter-intuitive; for example,

that study found that sc17-=,- committees had a negative

partial effect on salar- Though different interpretations are

possible, these sorts of variables may also incorporate sex

inequity differences--in fact, women did have a higher tendency

to serve on committees (Williams, 1978)--and including these

variables helped cover over sex differences. Hence, committee

membership was not included in the present analysis. Also,

teaching in a graduate program had a negative impact on salary

(Martin & Williams, 197'3), an outcome that was counter-intuitive

as well as counter productive from a university's point of view.

Publication information and teacher rating information are no

longer avaiJable due to privacy considerations, and teacher

rting information is no longer uniform as well The variables

rrml]y t-;f:It'eted /Art. found in Table 1,



TABLE I

Variables Included in the Regression Analysis
Reparding Equity Adjustments to Salaries at

the University of North Dakota

Degree Held
Doctorate
Bachelors/Professional
(Masters, zero coded)

Years in Department

Sex
Male = I
Female = 0

Rank
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
(Instructor, zero coded)

Years in Current Rank
Years in rank Professor
Years in rank Associate Professor
Years in rank Assistant Professor
Years in rank Instructor

Discipline
(HEWS Taxonomy)

Biology
Business
Communication
Computer Seience
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Health Professions
Languages and Humanities
Library Science
Mathematics
Physical Sciences and Aviat)on
Psychology
Political Science
Home Economics
Law
(Social Sciences, serf) coded)
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For the years 1978-79 through 1986 87 both proposed and

actual p.evious salaries were used as -riteria, using year

approprinte data, In the ease of promotion the rank would be one

rank lower for proposed salary but is correct for actual salary.

Table 2 gives results for the regression coefficient, F value,

and biserial correlation for sex (with salary) along with R and

the proportion of women for each year, in both the proposed and

aetual budget"

TABLE 2

Regressirn Coefficients, F Values, Biserial
Correlations, R and Proportion of Women with

Proposed and Actual Salaries

Reg.
Coeff.

Proposed

F

Point
Bisi.
Corr. R

Prop.
Women

Reg
Coeff.

Actual
Point
Bisl.

F Corr. R
Prop.
Women

1977-78* 361.03 1.57 .268 .913 .145 537.55 2.71 .267 .870 .158
1978-79 341.07 .80 .275 .849 .163 731.11 4.80 .286 .886 .156
1979-80 629.32 2.62 .338 .854 .185 530.45 2.09 .313 .894 .189
1980-81 572.27 1.56 .273 .840 .175 1250.23 6.27 .276 .342 .159
1981-82 1351.95 6.28 .317 .838 .183 1674.58 10.35 .329 .850 .179
1982-83 1542.32 7.96 .341 .848 .186 1007.74 3.91 .334 .861 .185
1983-84 1293.57 5.56 .340 .836 .185 1362.68 5.36 .320 .834 .174
1984-85 1110.44 4.19 .328 .841 .188 739.51 1.42 .286 .865 .190
1985-86 849.79 2.23 .368 .861 .195 747.11 1.60 .375 .862 .200
1986-87 504 12 .74 .392 .861 .211

;Waken from Martin and Williams (1978)

Table 2 yjelds some interesting outcomes. The actual amount

of inequit,y by sex often exceeded the projected inequity by sex;

a] so, the inequity by sex appeared to peak in the early 1980's

i n tt?rml of 1,rrt. regression coefficient for sex) , and has

drop to only about $140 higher than projected for
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1977- 78. However, the pnint 1;isc-rial (;orre1i-'ion Ew c,one up

considerably, indicating that real differences in mean sala,:ies

hav sharply increased It, is useful to addl-ess salary

differences by rank as shown in Table 3. The number of persons

at each rain!} by sex are shown in Table 4,

TABLE 3

1977-78*

Inst.

Mean Salaries by Sex and Ran!: for Projected
and Actual Salaries, 1977-1987

Proposed Actual
AsstP AseP Prof Total Inst AsstP AseP Prof Total

F 14606 17283 21389 16954 12883 15001 17143 21866 16559
M 15524 18151 22164 19040 13085 15518 18263 22277 19236

1978 79
F 13395 15292 18002 23195 17008 13330 15180 18040 22786 17247
M 14',200 16370 19259 23335 20045 14158 16189 19275 23567 20342

1979-80
F 12813 15881 19422 24306 17286 13124 16109 18662 24393 18021
M 15027 17207 20594 24951 21461 14400 16964 20403 25510 21843

1980-81
F 14646 16947 20148 25957 19420 16158 18560 22014 26219 21199
M 15809 18512 21921 26868 23001 16683 20565 23316 28646 25041

1981-82
F 18112 20790 24318 29064 22757 16686 20271 24084 28141 22740
M 21860 22438 26243 31896 27581 21864 2272./ 26058 31608 27684

1982-83
F 17997 20535 24901 27901 22996 17997 20398 24923 28922 23349
M 21889 23243 27140 33153 28556 22172 23358 26710 32813 28641

1983-84
F 19272 20098 25229 29325 23335 19194 20598 24490 27727 23411
M 210:;0 24190 27142 33000 28814 20294 23050 26650 32451 28660

1984-85
F 18393 21W11 24952 27945 23275 17658 24255 24663 '27540 23045
M 21013 23245 2685() 32568 28550 22943 23115 26341 32806 28959

;985-86
F 21556 22887 28083 31934 25997 22693 23127 26891 32116 26163
M 23814 26848 29960 36743 32410 24380 28715 29677 38400 32541

1986 87
F 21922 2414'i 28084 34132 26819
M 25202 27832 31134 38046 33788

Taken from Martin and Williams (1978)



TAI111.: 4

'net

1977-78*

Number of

l'roro:;e(1
A:;ç1-)

Per f. ;()Ii;

Job-i 1

al, Friel-) Rani, by Sex

Aet,taal
AseI) Prof Total

F 14 20 6 40 9 15 24 8 56
M 64 107 98 219 a, 57 126 114 299

1978-79
F 10 IR 24 7 59 5 20 21 8 54
M 8 59 125 110 302 7 47 124 115 293

1979-80
F 13 27 22 7 69 9 22 25 11 67
M 6 59 125 114 304 3 45 125 115 288

1980 81
F' 8 21 25 11 65 1 22 22 9 54
M 5 61 125 115 306 5 43 117 121 286

1981-82
F 8 29 24 9 '10 5 21 29 8 63
M 11 57 124 121 313 8 50 111 121 290

1982-83
F 6 f.,-,-I 30 8 71 6 24 30 10 70
M 9 65 113 123 310 9 52 115 133 309

1983-84
F 8 26 30 10 74 7 17 28 11 63
M 9 62 122 134 327 5 46 111 1313 300

1984-85
F 10 23 29 11 73 11 18 29 10 68
M 7 53 114 138 317 3 0 105 139 290

1985-36
F 11 24 31) 10 75 13 19 35 9 65
M 4 54 111 140 309 1 39 101 136 277

1986-87
F 8 27 36 9 80
M 3 48 108 140 299

4-Taken from },7,m 4 , . ; t , rind 1,9t 1 1 i was ( 1978)

1 1 hero are some di ff i dsie to 1,ro1ab e no

ormal, i on (that in I ormat, ion gone from the pull

floe(men ) , i t. -;eerrif: clear that, if womal wet e "uladerr atiked for
the ear1 I er yerir!-q in the :,;1-,udy, I-hey at e f r more so for the rum; L

Net-''Ii (Iva) 1 able year. II:: mir, proje.e.-t.ed (la im for 19477 rni, 6 of 40

A 1



Wqfit'N thit aft: fulpsii0 tf; 91 209i

Wit' 1926-87. 9 of 80 women or 11.:74% a-e profc:;sors, as

col .par, to 140 :4 299 Ifirt Or 4$. 82%. lor those wno might have

hoped that these sor,,s of differences would dissipate during a

period of supposed redressing of inequity, t.Ie onteomes confirm

Ow dashing of those hopes, Further, salary differences by sex

within ranks favored men by approximately $800 ht. each rank for

projected 1977-78, compared 4o 1986-87 projected data wh,i.re

differenees are in the range of $3000 $4000 at, each rank, while

salaries increased by only about $10000 for women and $13700 for

men during the interim. This latter finding is particularly

anomalous, considering the change' in the coefficient for sex

(gender) shown in Table 2; it, can be recalled that discrimination

eosts to women appearv-d to have reduced almost hack to 19/7-78

levels, of going mueh higher in the early 1980's.

Yet a different Intel-pretation '-=ould be obtained from

viewing the two-way ANOVA outcomes, suggesting it would be

worthwhilu to inspect changes in other variables in the

regression analysis. Rather than attempt to give the enti'-ety of

the suts of regression analyses shown i i Table 2, three analyses

investigated are discussed. Table 5 records these analyses: the

proposed salaries for 1970-79 and 1986-87 and the actual salaries

from 1981 82. These years were chosen because they show the

minimum effeet for sex (proposed, 1973-79), maximum of fee for

;,ex (aetoaL 1';81 02) and most recent, outcome ( proposed,

10



TAW c;

Regression Analyses for Three Seieeted Years
(Propod 1978-79, Actual 1981-82 and Proposed 1986-87)

Vari al) I (f

Degree Held

Proposed
1978 '79

1?1,17,.

f

Actual
1.,81- 82

Reg.
Coeff.

Proposed
1986 87

Reg.
Coeff.

Doctorate 802.08 6.18 1126.71 5.95 522.04 4.72
Bachelors/Prof 1377.13 2.11 1680.21 1.51 3001.00 1.16

Years in Dept. -93.91 -106.51 5.93 -111.27 O . 3r CO

Sex (Male:--1, Female_10) 341.07 .80 1674.50 10.35 504.12 .74

Rank
Professor 9999.24 134.02 8147.24 24 44 15884.11 64.54
Associate Professor 5642.34 50.87 2883.28 3.27 9725.70 26.68
Assistant Professor 2188.97 7.62 241.56 .02 6045.03 10.28

Years in Currt,r;t Rank
Professor 197.58 17.17 374.05 32.63 433.98 39.67
Associate Professor 159.98 7.93 332.66 19.53 313.60 15.54
Assistant Professor 266.46 12.73 277.91 5.70 192.64 2.54
Instructor 157.60 .88 -949.04 2.32 874.97 1.51

Discipline (HEMS)
Biology -869.94 1.42 38.13 ,00 -392.59 .12
Business 1603.15 8.41 4059.71 21.31 6312.41 50.86
Communications 533.33 .20 -633.56 .16
Computer Science 2410.42 3.77 3643.84 5.20 :'0927.30 38.99
Education 533.51 1.12 2469.74 9.06 1107.34 1.85
Engineering 392.07 .40 4773.05 21.36 6810.45 45.09
Fine Arts 1220.63 3.82 1162.12 1.41 -437.15 .20
Health Prof. 1794.86 3.26 3401.56 5.37 1417.81 1.10
Lang. and Hum, 761.19 2.11 571.01 .45 -48.01 .00
Library Science 1850.55 1.80 3441.30 3.01 5352.24 3.37
Mathematics 392.85 .28 1360.66 1.36 104.04 .01
Phy. Sei. and Avtn 47.98 .01 3011.09 11.84 4032.67 21.87
Psychology 760,22 1.04 735.67 .45 533.17 .18
Political Science 261.69 .09 2007.16 3.37 2486.40 2.74
Home Economics 866.17 .56 2078.12 1.59 176.89 .01
Law 8205.57 97.43 16325.76 150.00 15109.78 153.88

tilde h is clearly complex; simplistic interpretations would

tat t. i hat complex i Some interpretatio-is, however, ("i'ln

11
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!!!!! The, phrte,he.e. (NEG1 (rn!,(:gury) in

beeimes q ,te elear. Recent major gainers :are eomputr scienee

(up aimost $730(1, umpared to social seienees, since 1981-82),

hosiness (with large cimparative increases for the last two

reported years) , engineering (up more than $4000 from 1978-79 to

1931 82, and an additional $2000 for 1986-87), library science

(up $1600 for 1981-82, and an additional $1900 for 1986-87) arl

political science (up $1750 for 1981-82 and an additional $500

for 1986-87). What is not appakent in the data is that these

disciplines have higher proportions of males than do those whose

(vi:_; a vis the social sciences which have a higher

proportion of females) are not as marked. In the year 1985 86 in

particular, an internal study allowed large individual deviations

in salary based on "ma-'set" considerations. Those market

onsiderations were achieved by eomparing salaries in various

categories to a regional average. Departments were compared lo

Lh mean of similar departments within that.
, Ilional study with

the intent of raising aJlaries to near the regional averages.

This study, though of considerable importance in determining

salaries, was riot generally disseminated, within a college,

results for affected departments might be known, but the over

texture for the university was not known. One case in point was

the "statisties" department- fjice the University of North

Dakota has the only such grouping in the region, this department,

wos exactly at the norm and thus needed no adjustment. The

fail,hiiitv of the other data can only he conjectured- the data

12 1 ,i



were never made available for analysis. Nevertheless, on the

basis of these data, one department in paiticular was the

reeipjeni of a windfallpolitieal science (in the college, of

buselees). This department's salary changes from 1984-85 to

1985 86 included one individual going from $25975 to $37000 (a

$11025 or 42.44% increase), while another went from $26450 to

$37200 (a $10750 or 40.64% increase). The remaining file faculty

reee;ved increases of $2120 to $6390 (8.37% to 20. 52 %) ; the mean

increase within the university overall was 11.4%. These changes

were a major source of internal depar4menta1 disagreement that

eventually saw one faculty member moving to another departmeat in

the university, and newspaper articles on tnese increases in both

the local and student newspapers. Last in all of this is that

these so-called "market, adjustments" helped validate even larger

differences in pay between men and women, though additional

!use's were both men and women in the disciplines that had larger

proportions of women than the university average. Roads to the

redressing of inequity had been circumvented in two ways--the

tharl:et adjustments favored male dominated departments, and those

faeulty in departments receiving less favorable treatment, could

blame their treatment ht. least partially on their higher

proportion of women.

Redressing inequity due to any cause (including gender based

ineqity) woulJ seer; not to lw part of the immediate future at.

the University of North Dakota. Preliminary budgets for the

1W/ biennium include pay increases totaling 2% for the entire



per .od. w i rtizsi r 11;e conic in kVeri thiS modtt

irr.,rels,. might, still he eliminated, even worse, cutbacks in

t,y iirld/or e;; arc p();;;;_i tf due a] WHe!,

the state, whieh is largely dependent on Iwo industries.

.4riculture and fossil fuels, botti suffeling in the present

financial arena.

of

Comments on Choosing Variables Invsigating

Gender Bias in Salary

Scott (1 977) suggested using a small mlubcr (,f variables,

not inr-luding rank, in addressing possible sex bias. Her envier,

of not including rank was based upon rank's being a

"contaminated" variable. that is, rank itself is accorded in a

gender non-neutrel way. The present, study has used rank as a

variable; perhaps to some degree, even to a large degree, Scott

orroct in her assertion that rank is gender inequitable

surely the data on rank by sex in Table 4 would be more

supoortive than coAtradictive of nor view. However, rank does

have eredenee within a university setting, and its exclusion from

consi d !ril I. I Oti rilider studies O:;s at:eelLab] e in terms of

redressing inequity.

The proses:; of choosing variables is a political /1(:1,;

(qitt;(m:-; wiii 1p at least partially determined by the inelkviion

or exclusion cif given variables. Generally speaking, the

inclusion or more variables will Lend f ) reduce the impact, or a

given variable ( such as sex) . Though not shown here, cacti

I 14



analysis shown in Table 2 was duplicated for each rank using a

second degree term ineorporating a quadratic regression for years

in rank. initially it was felt that a quadratic trend might

possibly be occurring at, the associate professor level and lower,

the thinking being that those who failed to be promoted to the

next, rank might experience negative effects in regard to their

salaries. While some second degree trends did exist fo- the

lath, almost without exception there were corresponding drops in

the sizes of the coefficients for sex; one interpretation of this

outcome is that for the lower ranks, women stay in a rank longer

than men (this could be mother result of possible

diserimination), whereas at the professor rank men are in rank

longer that., women (obviously, if they get there sooner, they'll

be there longer). Addressing inequity, whether due to gender

iel-sed reasons or to sortie other cause, is a subtle process;

d ffeiert persons ( whether researchers or not.) will not often

r ee ors the meaning of inequity or discrimination. The limits

of regression as a technieue for determining inequity should be

apparent- If the resew-ober/activist is diligent in the choice

of variables, he/she will be able L.o better show "what is.-

However, regression tells es nothing about "what should be. Too

often. we misinterpr.t "what is- for -what, should be.- The

former (what is) can be, to som:=! degree, determined, depending on

the ingenuity of the researcher in choosing variables. The

jLor (what should be) is frought with personal meanings likely

kr, ftir different individuals although eonsensus may

15
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